Preparing Ahead of Time
Preparing ahead of time
Often, those who need long-term care will struggle at first with feelings of loss. They may feel
frustrated by losing their independence, or discouraged at not being able to do things on their
own. A good plan is to take time before care is needed to understand the choices and take
steps to maintain a high quality of life as long as possible.
Older adults can take steps now to prepare for the future,
which can help their families and ensure they get the
quality care they desire. Preparations should include
completing or updating certain documents before care
begins. These documents help guarantee that wishes are
met and loved ones are protected from future difficulties.
Advanced directives

The advanced healthcare directive, one of the most
important planning documents, gives loved ones
clear instructions about the individual’s end-of-life
preferences. Every adult should have a healthcare
directive to spare others the distress of making difficult
decisions. This form can stipulate the individual’s
medical preferences in the event of a serious illness.
An extra measure is to choose someone trustworthy to
carry out these wishes. Though a spouse may promise
to follow the stated requests, he or she may resist out of
fear and grief when the time comes.
Power of attorney
A power of attorney is another crucial document
that should be completed ahead of time. It can help
eliminate confusion and tension when difficult
decisions must be made. This form appoints a
designated person to act on an individual’s behalf
in private affairs, such as signing checks or making
financial decisions.
Appointing a power of attorney eliminates the need for
a court to name a guardian to oversee a person’s care
and finances when he or she is not able to do so.
As with the healthcare directive, the power of attorney
should be handled carefully. Some people choose their
spouse or eldest child, depending on their wishes and
preferences. Another option is to appoint a trusted
business partner.

POST form
When applicable, a Physician’s Orders for Scope of
Treatment (POST) also should be completed. The
POST, a new advance care planning tool, helps ensure
treatment preferences are honored in end-of-life
situations. This document informs medical providers
whether to perform lifesaving procedures during
serious illnesses. Preferences for lifesaving treatments
— such as CPR, artificial nutrition and intubation — are
some decisions that can be made in a POST document.

Items to prepare and gather
• Birth certificate
• Living will/last will and testament
• Power of attorney
• Physician’s Orders for Scope of Treatment (POST)
• Trust agreements
• Bank statements, passwords and passbooks
• Deeds and titles
• Marriage certificate/domestic partner or civil union
certificate
• Names and contact information of financial
professionals
• Insurance policies
— Employee benefits statement
— Health insurance
— Life insurance
— Long-term care insurance
— Medicare information
• Medical and disability insurance
• Investment accounts
— 401(k)
— IRA (Traditional/Roth)
— 529 Plan
• Online account IDs and passwords
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Helpful tip
A sturdy fireproof file box or
The POST form may seem redundant if you have a
living will and/or a healthcare power of attorney.
accordion file is an excellent way to
While both outline wishes in end-of-life care, they are
store these items. Label each folder
created at different life stages.
or section with this information:
A living will
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What’s the difference between a
living will and a POST directive?
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they exceed the current amount required to meet the individual's Adjusted Gross

Income (AGI). The amount of the LTCI premium treated as a medical expense is
limited to the eligible LTCI premiums, as defined by Internal Revenue Code
213(d), based on the age of the insured individual. That portion of the LTCI
premium that exceeds the eligible LTCI premium is not included as a medical
expense.

Individual taxpayers can treat premiums paid for tax-qualified long-term care
insurance for themselves, their spouse or any tax dependents (such as parents) as a
personal medical expense. The yearly maximum deductible amount for each
individual depends on the insured's attained age at the close of the taxable year.
These deductible maximums are indexed and increase each year for inflation.
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In 2017, the IRS announced a change that involves benefits per diem or indemnity
policies, which pay a predetermined amount each day. These benefits are not
included in income except amounts that exceed the beneficiary's total qualified
long-term care expenses or $340per day, whichever is greater.
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